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ABSTIUCT

Third-generation storage rings have small particle beam emittances. The size of the particle beam can be determined from the
measured image size of the focused radiation source. Undulatory are prefened as radiation sources at third-generation storage
rings, the radiation emitted by an undulator has both small size and divergence. The effect of the smrdl beam divergence on
determination of the source size is discussed here. The analysis is performed in an approximation of a Gaussian distribution
of the radiation intensity. The partial approximation and matrix methods were also used for this derivation. It was found
that the effect of the small beam divergence depends on the ratio of the angukir acceptance of the soume to the divergence of
the emitted radiation. .
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1. DETERMINATION OF THE SOURCE SIZE

Third-generation storage rings a have small particle beam ernittance, which is a product of the beam size and divergence. ‘l%e
size of the particle beam can be determined using an imaging technique. The radiation source represented by the resulting
undulator tilation is focused by a zone plate, and an image size is measured at the image plane (Fig. 1). The resulting
undulator radation is the convolution of the particle beam and the intrinsic undulator radiation. The resulting undulator
radiation has a small divergence that affects the result of the determination. To calculate the source size from the image size,
a phase space representation can be used.* A matrix method is used to transform the beam through optical elements.2
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Figure 1. Optical setup.
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A particle beam in a well-behaved storage ring has a Gaussian distribution in the phase space and can be represented by a
sigma contour that is the phase ellipse.3 It is convenient to describe an ellipse with a Cimatrix.4 At the location where the
beta function of the particle beam is minimal, the JIOposition, the beam phase ellipse is upright, with the maximum rms
beam size and divergence crand o’, respectively. When no divergence is introduced by the undulator, the phase ellipse of the
focused Gaussian beam can be written as:

(1)

where z is the distance from the POposition to the center of the undulator, L is the distance from the undulator center to the
zone plate, f is the zone plate focal length, and d is the distance to the image plane. The fmt matrix represents the beam
phas~ ellipse, transformed from the /?Oposition to the undulator center. The next matrix makes a beam transformation by the
distance L to the location of the zone plate. The third mahix represents the focusing element with the focal length j the last
matrix transforms the beam by the distanced to the image plane. Using the result of Eq. (1) and the properties of the ellipse
c1matrix representation, the beam size can be written as a function of distanced:

The image plane is located at the waist of &e focused beam, that corresponds to the minimum of the crtig,(d):

d.
= _f (Z+lf)(f-z+-(cm)’

WW (f- z -q’+ (da’)’ -

Substituting d,mg, into Eq.(2) will result in the image size:
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When L is much larger thanj the effect of the small radiation divergence depends on the ratio of the angular acceptance of the
radiation source to the divergence of the emitted radiation. Therms beam size determined horn the measured image size is:

(7=
L+z-f
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The effective distance to the source can be defined from the focusing condition of the zone plate, which is similar to the
condition for a t.lin lens

111—= ——
f ‘image + L,fl “

Solving this for Lep we obtain the effective distance to the source:

(6)
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For a case in which the beam divergence is large, the distance to the source wilI become L,fP = L + z, ~d the source size is
defined by a simple magnification formula

L-I-zL+z-f=a —
G = ~i~g~

f
imaged.Image

(8)

Now we will introduce the intrinsic undulator radiation in our consideration. The resulting undulator radiation is a

convolution of the undulator radiation emitted by one particle (the intrinsic undulator radiation) and the particle beam. The
diffraction source size of the intrinsic undulator radiation in the x-ray energy range is small compared to the particle beam size
and can be omitted, but the divergence of the intrinsic undulator radiation can be comparable to the beam divergence. For the
on-ax$ observation, the angular distribution of the intrinsic undulator radiation at the fundamental harmonic energy can be
approximated by a Gaussian dk.ribution.5 The convolution of the beam phase ellipse with the intrinsic undulator radiation
phase ellipse will result in a new phase ellipse that is at distance z from the /$ position. As in Eq.(1), the matrix of the
phase ellipse at distanced from the zone plate can be written as:

Performing the same calculations as in the previous case, we obtain the location of the image plane from the zone plate:

d
[

image=f 1-

fa;o,[a;ot(f -L)- m’] 1(72+(a;ot(f -L)-zd)’ “

The effective distance from the zone plate to the source becomes:

[

L,f=f 1-
a’ +(a;o,(f -L)-m’)’ 1(%x(f -Q-za’)fa:ot ‘

dwhere C\O, = 0’2 +cY~. Finally therms beam size is:
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Compared to Eq. (5), the distance to the center of the undulator z has changed to the

x= z ,2, -r1++
CT

which represents the position of the effective undulator source.6
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